The general athletics world (as opposed to the few Americans who were 'in the know ') In the 1968 Olympics, I am sure that one of the factors involved in the magnificent performances was that the use of steroids had by then become widespread. It was rumoured that athletes in all events up to and including the 1500 metres in the American team were given steroids by their coaches. I have an impression, and it is only an impression, that up until 1968, the world women athletes and the British athletes were relatively innocent, but from then onwards this innocence began to die. Women always seem to be more sensible than men in these matters, but inevitably they are drawn into the web because of the men who influence them.
Hammer:
There are changes in slopes in the hammer curves, but they are difficult to interpret. (Fig. 3 ).
High Jump:
The high jump does show the effect of the Fosbury technique which was introduced in 1968. Or is it a steroid effect? (Figs. 4 and 5 ). There is not much to see here -though it is well known that many of these throwers are taking steroids. ii) the administration can apply these tests throughout the whole year to stop the usage in winter training (and here we have an interesting legal problem).
iii) testing research will be able to stay ahead of the athletes in forestalling the use of non-steroid anabolics. Already there is talk of the possibilities of the anti-histamine drugs like "Periactin". The rumours about this are conflicting -but then so they were when steroids were first heard of.
The Athletes' Point of View:
What about the athletes themselves? I have questioned dozens of British athletes to try to discover their thinking about the use of steroids. And I must say that unless you have been a serious athlete yourself, it is difficult to understand the pressures, both internal and external, when the choice faces you. It takes a strong will indeed to go against the very drive and ambition that makes you such a competitive animal, and say: "No, I shall compete at a lower level". When I asked one of my fellow team members for his views, he reminded me about the 1967 Europa Cup Semi-final when the four throwers could muster only 6 points in total in the competition, and Britain was eliminated from the final. The British newspapers tore us to shreds -calling us "passengers" in the team. We were the best throwers in Britain and we had trained hard, only to be insulted by our Press and smashed by the other Europeans, who laughed at our innocence about the real world of athletics. Even if an athlete can ignore the pressures put on him by the public and the Press, he cannot ignore the qualifying standards set for major Games by the sport's own administrators. This is the paradox to rival all paradoxes. The administrators, who declare themselves against steroids, set the qualifying standards high, the athlete knows he can only achieve these if he goes on steroids. In the competition, too many are there, and too many qualify for the final, so the next time the administrators set the standards higher, the athlete takes an even higher dose of drugs, too many qualify, so the next time the administrators set the standards higher. . . and so the vicious spiral goes on.
Think further of the athlete on steroids -in spite of his guilty feelings he is overjoyed at the effects at first. But there are diminishing returns when increasing the dose and he begins to worry whether his opposition is on larger doses or perhaps has found an improved drug. An 87 element of gamesmanship has even developed in certain events, with one athlete trying to give the impression that his drugs are better and in larger quantities than his opponent's. There are, undoubtedly, psychological effects resulting from steroid taking, and the ones who benefit most from these effects are the nervous, poor competitors, who suddenly find the confidence to lift themselves out of their mediocrity. These are the ones who would not like to have to come off the drugs if effective tests are brought in. The majority of athletes I have spoken to, however, would welcome the tests if they could ensure that no drug taker in the world can escape detection. The athletes themselves, on the whole, want to come off the steroids.
Who takes steroids? I am not going to name any names, for that would solve nothing, but my enquiries have led me to conclude that no event in athletics is free of its drug takers. When I showed surprise that 10,000 metre runners were dabbling, I was told that, after all, the runner relies on his heart, and the heart is a muscle, which can be improved by steroids like any other muscle. Our athletes point the finger at the East Europeans and they are convinced that in those countries the taking of drugs by athletes is a highly organised affair in which doctors are involved and in which regular monitoring of the athletes' condition is carried out. When I said I was to present this paper at the British Association of Sport and Medicine, one athlete said: "I didn't know there was such an Association -can't they do something to help us?"
On the other hand, it is common knowledge that the dire warnings of the health hazards have been overrated. I know of one athlete who has been on steroids almost nonstop for nine years and he is a fit healthy bull, who enjoys his sex life. There are side effects, but these appear to be only minor.
The Ethics
In 1968 after the Olympics I wrote a concluding paragraph in an article on steroids as follows: "Perhaps we should have emphasised the ethics of the situation, that drug taking is cheating, right from the start, instead of harping on the harmful side effects. We should have cared about our sport as a whole, rather than the damage a stupid athlete was inflicting upon himself in his greed for glory. We have lost the use of the "medical damage" argument because of improved drugs with few side effects. We should have pointed out and tried to educate people that the important thing in sport is to compete honourably, that to win at all costs is a contradiction of the meaning of sport. Now, I am afraid, it is too late". However, the years have passed since I wrote that and I have thought a great deal about the problem. I was impressed by a recent philosophical article on the nature of athletics by Mike Bull, our top pole vaulter. He questions whether top class athletics can still be called sport, in the true sense of that word. There are so many pressures now on international athletes that even in Britain, the good loser is no longer accepted as a good sportsman.
Sport for all? I don't think that sport is for the top class athlete. There is this paradox that the top end of sport is nothing like it is lower down. Perhaps the ladder of progress goes through the clouds and enters some cuckoo land where, whatever it is we do it is something other than sport. In the narrow context of this symposium we are concerned about sport and sport should be synonymous with fair play. But there isn't fair play when some are aided by drugs. Are we to ensure that everyone has access to these drugs in order to ensure fairplay -or do we admit that the title of this symposium is a contradiction in terms?
Who is to blame for the present mess with the anabolic steroids? Don't pin all the blame on the athletes. Steroids are controlled by law and few athletes can obtain their-supplies without the help of doctors. Coaches have a difficult job to do -on one hand they show their worth by the performances of the athletes they coach -but they also shoulder a tremendous responsibility in the power of the influence they have over their athletes. Our officials and administrators are grossly overworked -but should they continue to turn the blind eye?
Are the rest of us, the general public, not encouraging the athlete to cheat when we agree with the reporter who writes of that athlete's failure in an unfair competition? Or is that non-drugged loser the real "winner" after all?
